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All physicians need to have certain legal documents as part of their estate plan. Even if you are young, have little or no assets, and are not married, it is important to execute the proper legal documents to ensure that your wishes regarding medical treatment and property distribution are respected and honored. Generally, four documents form the foundation of every estate plan — a last will and testament, a durable power of attorney, a healthcare representative appointment, and a living will.

**Last Will and Testament**
A will is the cornerstone of an estate plan. If your will is drafted properly and conforms to the law in your state, it will ensure that wishes regarding property distribution are recognized and legally enforceable. If you do not have a will when you die, you will be considered as having died “intestate.” This means that the laws of your state will determine how your property will pass to your closest living relatives. Unfortunately, many times the state’s formula and rules for distributing assets to those people would not be what you would have wanted if you had done some planning.

In addition, a will can allow you to:
- Appoint a guardian for a minor child.
- Name an executor to collect and manage the estate assets, distribute them to beneficiaries, and pay any taxes, debts, and estate expenses.
- Establish domicile (permanent legal residence) in a particular state, for tax or other reasons.
- Provide that property is held in trust for your spouse or children under the terms that you choose until the age that you determine.
- Create a trust for a disabled beneficiary to maximize eligibility for government assistance.
- Avoid the increased legal costs and delay of administering an estate without a will.
- Protect your children’s inheritance if they are not children of your current spouse.

- Prevent or ameliorate family tension by expressing your wishes.

**Durable Power of Attorney**
It is expected that during the course of our lives we may become incapacitated and unable to act either because of a physical infirmity or mental incapacity. A durable power of attorney is a document that allows a person, referred to as an “attorney-in-fact,” to act in all matters of a financial and/or legal nature when you are not in a position to act for yourself. Without one, it is necessary for someone to go to court to be appointed as your representative, which is both an expensive and cumbersome proceeding, and one that can take months to complete.

**Healthcare Representative Appointment**
A document appointing a healthcare agent empowers another person to act as your “agent” to make decisions regarding your healthcare if you become incapacitated and unable to make them yourself. This document is called a health care proxy, a medical power of attorney, or the designation of a surrogate, depending on the state in which you live. It allows your agent to make, as you have instructed, all types of medical decisions, including changing medications, choosing courses of treatments, selecting physicians, transferring you to medical facilities, and withholding artificial nutrition, hydration, and ventilation. Not surprisingly, doctors, like the proverbial cobbler’s child, often have never appointed a health care representative for themselves. Without one, your medical care could be determined by lawyers and the courts.

**Living Will**
A living will (sometimes called a “medical directive” or “advanced directive”) is a statement of your wishes as to what medical treatment should be provided or withheld, if you become incapacitated and unable to communicate them yourself. States accord this expression of your wishes varying degrees of enforceability, but it can at least provide a guide.

**Beyond The Basics**
Many married couples in the United States have a tragic financial blunder hidden in their estate plans. In order to understand why, you must be familiar with two fundamental rules of the estate tax system.

**The Unified Credit**
The unified credit (commonly called the “estate tax exemption”) allows an individual to leave assets worth up to a certain amount ($1,500,000 in 2004) at his or her death to anyone, without any Federal estate tax being levied. However, if it is not used, it is lost forever.

**The Unlimited Marital Deduction**
A married person may leave an unlimited amount of assets to his or her spouse (provided both spouses are U.S. citizens) free of estate taxes and without using up any of the estate tax exemption. Unfortunately, when thinking about their estate plan, too many married couples overlook the unlimited marital deduction as their solution. Unfortunately, this strategy can cost one’s children or other beneficiaries hundreds of thousands of dollars in estate taxes if the surviving spouse’s estate is worth more than the estate tax exemption. Meanwhile, the first spouse’s estate tax exemption was not used and, in effect, wasted.

**Bypass or Credit Shelter Trust**
The “bypass trust” was created to solve this problem. This trust is used to allow both spouses to take advantage of the estate tax exemption — once at the death of the first spouse, and then again at the death of the second spouse. It permits a couple to pass up to $3,000,000 (in 2004) free of Federal estate tax to children or other beneficiaries.

**Irrevocable Life Insurance Trust (ILIT)**
The majority of physicians either own or plan to purchase a significant amount of life insurance to protect their families. You are probably already aware that life insurance death benefits are paid on an income...
tax-free basis to named beneficiaries. However, those same death benefits are subject to Federal estate taxes. Understanding the threat of estate taxes on your life insurance proceeds is the first step in protecting these funds from unnecessary taxation.

The **irrevocable life insurance trust** (ILIT) ensures that your life insurance will not be subject to estate taxes, which can exceed 50 percent, depending on your state of residence. On a $1,000,000 policy, this tool may save your beneficiaries approximately $500,000. If structured properly, the ILIT, like a Will, can protect funds for the use of children, and not their disgruntled spouses or creditors. The funds can be used to cover estate taxes, to provide an income stream, to pay off liabilities, and to keep other valuable assets intact for the family for years to come.

**Summary**

Every estate plan is built around four legal documents — a last will and testament, a durable power of attorney, a healthcare representative appointment, and a living will. By working with an attorney who specializes in estate planning, you can ensure that your wishes regarding medical treatment and property distribution are respected and honored. In addition to drafting the above documents, your attorney might also incorporate other legal instruments and/or strategies to take advantage of further estate tax savings opportunities and/or protect your assets from the claims of creditors.
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